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Abstract
Atomistic modelling showed that a key factor affecting the p(O2) dependencies of point defect chemical potentials in perovskite-type
La0.3Sr0.7Fe1x MVx O3d (MV = Ga, Al; x = 0 – 0.4) under oxidizing conditions, relates to the coulombic repulsion between oxygen vacancies and/or
electron holes. The configurations of A- and B-site cations with stable oxidation states have no essential influence on energetics of the mobile
charge carriers, whereas the electrons formed due to iron disproportionation are expected to form defect pair clusters with oxygen vacancies. These
results were used to develop thermodynamic models, adequately describing the p(O2)-T-d diagrams of La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d determined by the
coulometric titration technique at 923 – 1223 K in the oxygen partial pressure range from 1 10 5 to 0.5 atm. The thermodynamic functions
governing the oxygen intercalation process were found independent of the defect concentration. Doping with aluminum and gallium leads to
increasing oxygen deficiency and induces substantial changes in the behavior of iron cations, increasing the tendencies to disproportionation and
hole localization. Despite similar oxygen nonstoichiometry in the Al- and Ga-substituted ferrites at a given dopant content, the latter tendency is
more pronounced in the case of aluminum-containing perovskites.
D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Oxide phases with mixed oxygen-ionic and electronic
conductivity are of great interest for high-temperature
electrochemical applications, such as electrodes of solid oxide
fuel cells (SOFCs), dense ceramic membranes for oxygen
separation and partial oxidation of light hydrocarbons, and
sensors [1– 7]. In particular, the use of mixed-conducting
membranes for conversion of methane to CO and H2, the
most important feedstock for commercial Fischer– Tropsch
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and methanol synthesis, is expected to provide substantial
economic benefits [1,3]. The membrane materials should
satisfy numerous requirements including high oxygen permeability, stability in a wide range of oxygen partial pressure and
temperature, and suitable thermomechanical properties. One
promising group of mixed conductors relates to the perovskite-like solid solutions based on strontium – lanthanum
ferrites, (Sr, La)FeO3d , which possess an attractive level of
oxygen transport when the concentration of ionic charge
carriers, oxygen vacancies, is high enough [1 –12]. Most
ferrite ceramics exhibit, however, insufficient thermodynamic
and dimensional stability under large oxygen chemical
potential gradients [3,6,7]. In addition, ordering in the oxygen
sublattice at reduced p(O2) results in deterioration of ionic
conduction and, hence, oxygen permeation through membranes [8– 10]. To some extent, the stability can be improved
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by partial substitution of iron for metal cations having a more
stable oxidation state under the membrane operation conditions, such as Cr [3,5,6], Ti [6,10], Ga [7,11] or Al [12], in
order to suppress oxygen stoichiometry variations and/or to
preserve perovskite-related structure under the membrane
operation conditions. Certainly, these substitutions have strong
influence on the transport and physicochemical properties of
the solid solutions. Development of new mixed conductors
based on (Sr, La)FeO3d requires, therefore, systematic
studies of the oxygen deficiency and defect interaction or
association processes, which all affect the material stability
and ionic conduction, as functions of the oxygen partial
pressure, temperature and cation composition.
In a first approximation, the defect chemistry of perovskites,
where the oxygen nonstoichiometry is low and the electronic
charge carriers are localized, can be described using the ideal
solution model and its derivatives [12 –17]. These postulate, in
particular, random distribution of point defects and/or simplest
defect clusters in the structure, zero interaction between
different sublattices and negligible coulombic attraction/repulsion between the defects, except for the crystal electroneutrality
condition. However, for highly nonstoichiometric oxide systems such as Fe-, Co- and Cu-containing compounds, such
assumptions are not valid any more [10,17 –19], though can
still be used to predict general trends or to describe selected
relationships between the defect concentrations and oxygen
partial pressure in a narrow p(O2) range [2,8,12,13,20].
This work presents a thermodynamic model, based on the
atomistic computer simulations and verified using experimental
p(O2)-T-d diagrams, for the description of defect formation and
interaction processes in perovskite-type solid solutions
La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d (MV = Al, Ga) under oxidizing conditions. The characterization results of the title materials,
including crystal structure, transport properties, thermal and
chemical induced expansion, are found in Refs. [11,12,
18,21,22]. The p(O2)-T-d diagrams of La0.3Sr0.7Fe1-x Gax O3d
and their preliminary analysis were also published elsewhere
[18]. If compared to Ga doping, the substitution of iron with
aluminum may be preferable for practical applications due to
well-known disadvantages of Ga-containing ceramics, namely
the high costs, volatilization of gallium oxide at elevated
temperatures and/or in reducing atmospheres, and possible
interaction with catalysts such as Pt or Ni [23]. The atomistic
simulation work uses well-established methods [24,25], applied successfully in previous computational studies of defects and ion transport in perovskite phases such as LaGaO3
[26 – 28].

sion, the standard state of these perovskites was selected as
AIIIBIIIO3; the oxygen vacancies, Sr2+ cations and electron
holes are hence considered as positively charged defects. The
process of oxygen incorporation in the perovskite lattice may
thus be formulated as
O2 ðgasÞ þ 2V&&o V4h&B þ 2O
o

ð1Þ

where the Kroger – Vink notation is used, and the holes are
localized on the variable-valence iron cations, forming Fe4+ (or
Fe&B). In equilibrium, the chemical potentials (l) of all species
participating in the oxygen exchange reaction should be related
as
X
mz Ilð zÞ ¼ 0
ð2Þ
z

with m z being the stoichiometric coefficient of z-type species,
and
lð zÞ ¼ l0 ð zÞ þ lVð zÞ ¼ l0 ð zÞ þ RT lnað zÞ

ð3Þ

0

where a, l and lV correspond to the activity, concentrationindependent and concentration-dependent parts of the chemical
potential, respectively. Statistical thermodynamics of solids
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2. Basic relationships
2.1. Gas –solid equilibrium
Under oxidizing conditions studied in this work, p(O2) =
1 10 5  0.5 atm and T = 923 –1223 K, all La0.3Sr0.7Fe1-x
MVx O3d (MV = Al, Ga; x = 0– 0.4) possess a cubic perovskite
structure and predominant p-type electronic conductivity via a
hopping mechanism [11,12,18,21]. In the subsequent discus-
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Fig. 1. Coordination of oxygen anions (A) and B-site cations (B) in the cubic
perovskite lattice.
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the energy level splitting for oxygen vacancy (A) and B-site defect (B).

shows that, for structural elements in each sublattice of ABO3
perovskite structure, the chemical potentials are uniquely
related to each other and cannot be analyzed separately
[17,29,30]. Since equilibrium concentrations of all components
of the lattice are interrelated by the electroneutrality and site
conservation conditions, a strict fulfillment of the definition of
chemical potential as partial derivative of the free energy with
respect to the particle concentration is impossible; the use of l
quantities to describe structural elements is hence associated
with a number of assumptions and theoretical limitations
[17,29,30]. One particular consequence is that the chemical
potential of oxygen vacancies should be considered with respect
to oxygen ions. For ideal solid solutions, all oxygen sites are
equivalent:
 && 
 && 
 && 
Vo
0

l Vo ¼ l Vo þ RT ln  
Oo

ð4Þ

where the quantities in square brackets correspond to the
concentrations related to one perovskite formula unit. In the
case of non-ideal solid solutions, the concentrations in Eq. (4)
should be corrected taking into account the energetic nonequivalence of the oxygen sites; particular cases are considered
below. Nonetheless, the numbers of occupied and vacant sites
are both comprised by the vacancy chemical potential, and Eq.
(2) can be written as




DHex  12 h0O2  T DSex  12 s0O2
lðO2 Þ
¼2 
RT
RT
 
 
 lna Vo&& þ 2lna h&B

!
ð5Þ

where the quantities DH ex and DS ex are related to one oxygen
atom leaving the lattice, and the standard enthalpy and entropy
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of gaseous molecular oxygen, h O0 2 (J  mol  1 ) and s O0 2
(J  mol 1  K 1), are defined according to the IUPAC data
[31]:
h0O2 ¼ R 3:5T þ

2271:15
 1045
expð2243=T Þ  1

s0O2 ¼ R 3:5lnðT Þ þ 4:725 þ

lar, the nearest neighborhood properties and the probability of
placing a defect in the vicinity of other charged species should be
considered. Similar studies were made by Ling [32], who
developed a statistical-thermodynamic approach accounting for
coulombic interactions and configurational entropy-related
exclusion effects. The adequacy of the latter model, used to describe the behavior of CeO2- and LaCrO3-based phases, is however limited, especially in conditions where the deviations from
stoichiometry are high [32 – 34]. In this work, the site-exclusion
concept was enhanced introducing the defect interaction energy.
As starting hypothesis, it was assumed that some types of
point defects cannot occupy neighboring sites in the lattice; these
defects were identified from the atomistic simulation results.
Another assumption was that each defect can be characterized
using the ground energy level (E 0), common for all defects of
this type. The value of E 0 corresponds to the minimum energy of
this defect at a given temperature; the defect energy is assumed
equal to E 0 when no other defects are present in the neighborhood, whilst the interaction with neighboring defects alters the

ð6aÞ

2271:15
T ðexpð2243=T Þ  1Þ

 1:013Ilnð1  expð  2243=T ÞÞ

ð6bÞ

2.2. Non-ideality of solid solutions: effects on the defect activity
Preliminary analysis of the p(O2)-T-d diagrams of La0.3
Sr0.7Fe1-x Gax O3d under oxidizing conditions [18] showed
inadequacy of the ideal solution model, suggesting that defect
interactions and/or association cannot be neglected. In particu-
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Fig. 3. Basic supercell used for the static lattice simulations (A), structural element critically affecting two central oxygen ions marked by arrow (B), and its
placement in the supercell (C).
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DS ex, Eq. (5). Taking into account Eq. (3), the hole concentration
and activity are related as


Nk
 &
 &X
N Fe&B ; k


ð8Þ
FeB ¼ a hB
Ek
k¼0 exp
þ aðh&B Þ
RT
The partition of Fe cations between the energy levels
j
N(FeB, k), shown in Fig. 2B, was assessed based on the iron
neighborhood, assuming a statistical distribution of defects in
the lattice. The contribution from each type of defects of a given
sublattice (S2) into the density of states of a defect in the same or
another sublattice (S1) can be calculated analyzing the corresponding probabilities, determined by the binomial distribution:
 
 
m
nm
n
MS2
MS2
pðDf S1 ; M ; n; mÞ ¼ m
1
F ð M ; S2Þ
F ð M ; S2Þ

Range for
manual
seek of the
saddlepoint,

C2

B-site
atom B1

ð9Þ

Rough estimate
for saddlepoint

where DfS1 is the defect under consideration, M S2 is the
particular neighboring ion in the S2 subblatice, F(M, S2) is
the number of M species per perovskite unit formula, n is the
coordination number, m is the number of M-type atoms

Fig. 4. Assessment of the ion migration pathway (see text).

energy. The relationships between the concentration of B-site
defects, namely, electrons or holes, and their chemical potential
were described in terms of the Fermi –Dirac distribution in
discrete form:



Df Bj

¼

Nk
X
k¼0



N Df Bj ; k
"


#
Ek0 þ Ek  l Df Bj
exp
þ qn
RT
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where DfBj corresponds to point defects with the charge j, the k
index denotes their neighborhood, E k is the corresponding
energy level given with respect to the ground level E k0, N(DfBj , k)
is the number of states on the k level, and q n is a spin-determined
constant. In the given case, q n = 1. The discrete density of states
can be calculated from the probability of different configurations
of the neighborhood, whereas the values of E k can be assessed
summing the contributions from all surrounding species to the
energy level of a given defect.
For a cubic perovskite cell, each oxygen site is surrounded by
4 A-site ions, 2 cations in the B sublattice and 8 oxygen anions
(Fig. 1). In the case of B-site cations, these coordination numbers
are 8, 6 and 6, respectively. The corresponding structure of the
energy levels in (Sr,La)(Fe,MV)O3d perovskites is presented in
Fig. 2. Although a formal application of this structure to the
distribution described by Eq. (7) results in excessively complex
expressions for point-defect chemical potentials, the difference
in the impact of some cations, e.g. La3+ and Sr2+ in the A
sublattice, was found insignificant. Furthermore, a number of
energy levels can be excluded from the distribution. For
example, as shown below, the presence of more than one
vacancy in the B –O octahedra of the perovskite structure is
energetically unlikely, leading to the lattice reconstruction.
The ground energy level of Fe4+ was considered as l 0(h &B)
and thus included in the thermodynamic functions DH ex and
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Fig. 5. Energy variations for oxygen ion moving towards a vacancy as shown
by arrow in the inset, as function of the distance from initial equilibrium point.
The calculations were made using the atomistic modelling technique, for the
example of La0.3Sr0.7Fe0.6Ga0.4O2.65. The cases A, B, C and D relate to the
situations when another oxygen vacancy is placed in the correspondingly
marked oxygen sites (see text).
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A
] is the total number of S1 sites, which can be
where [DfS1
occupied by this type of defects. As an example, for Fe4+, the
density of states with the k-level energy is



 

N Fe&B ; k ¼ ½FeR p Fe&B ; V&&o ; 6; 1 p Fe&B ; SrA V; 8; 4
 &



&
&
 p FeB ; Fe
B ; 6; 3  p FeB ; FeB ; 6; 1


ð12Þ
 p Fe&B ; FeBV; 6; 0

Attempts to describe experimental p(O2)-T-d diagrams of
La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d , combining Eqs. (7) and (11) to express
the point defect activity, failed due to a great number of formally
different defect configurations. In fact, all models derived
directly from this formalism were found statistically degenerated. This makes it necessary to discriminate all energetically
impossible configurations and to exclude formal difference
between the configurations having very similar energy. For these
goals, the atomistic modelling technique [25 – 28] was used.

A

b

where A ij , q ij and C ij are parameters assigned to ion – ion
interactions. The interatomic potential parameters and the
properties of ions were taken from previous studies of Lacontaining perovskites [35 – 37]; the simulations of the point
defects in La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d were based on Mott –Littleton
approach. For the calculations, the potential cutoff radius and
the region of most precise similations enabled by this technique
(so-called A region) were selected as 12 and 10 Å, respectively.
One necessary comment is that, although these values are large
enough with respect to the atom displacements tested in this
work, the use of atomistic modelling technique for highly
disordered ferrite lattices is associated with important limitations. The corresponding uncertainties are primarily determined
by covalent contributions to FeO bonding and tendencies to

O2

c

3. Atomistic simulations
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The description of the atomistic simulation technique and its
application to perovskite-type oxides was published elsewhere
[25 – 27]. These calculations are based on the Born model for
ionic solids; the charge of ions is considered equal to their
formal oxidation state. The interactions between the ions are
formulated in terms of long-range coulombic forces and two
types of short-range interactions, namely the Pauli repulsion
and van der Waals dispersion. The short-range forces are
modelled using a standard Buckingham potential:
!
r
Vij ¼ Aij exp 
ð13Þ
 Cij r6
qij

B3

←

i

←

The total number of states for a k-level can be calculated as
the product of partial probabilities:
 j   R
N Df S1
; k ¼ Df S1 P pðDf S1 ; Mi ; n; mÞ
ð11Þ

the local and long-range vacancy ordering processes. The data
on crystal structure and electron-hole transport [12,18],
indicating a small-polaron conduction mechanism, suggest that
these uncertainties should be mild. Nonetheless, the simulation
results were used for qualitative conclusions only.
Modelling of the solid solutions, where a sublattice may
comprise up to 15 – 20% defects [12,18], requires the use of a
supercell approach. The supercell comprising a number of
perovskite formula units is considered as the primitive structural
element, built on the basis of structural data [12,21]. Taking into
account the concentration ranges of oxygen vacancies, holes
and MV dopants [18], the final supercell size was selected as
5  4  4 perovskite cells, with 80, 80 and 240 sites in the A, B
and oxygen sublattices, respectively (Fig. 3A). The ions are
distributed randomly, with simultaneous discrimination of
energetically unfavorable configurations.

←

neighboring
the given DfS1 defect having the k-level energy,
 
and mn is the binomial coefficient. For example, if the
neighborhood of one Fe cation includes two Ga ions

4

  6   2 
p Fe; Ga
;
6;
2
¼
GaB 1  Ga
ð10Þ
B
B
2

←
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Fig. 6. Structural element illustrating the assessment of FeBV – V&&
o pair cluster
formation (A), and the energy variations for 4 typical configurations where one
oxygen vacancy moves around various B sites (B). The initial and final
configurations of the B1 – O1 – B2 – O2 – B3 sites are given in the legend. The
calculations were made using La0.3Sr0.7Fe0.6Ga0.4O2.65 as model composition.
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Table 1
Energetic effect for the placement of electron hole in the oxygen vacancy
neighborhood, for the example of La0.3Sr0.7Fe0.6Ga0.4O2.65

0.15

State of the structural element shown in Fig. 6A*

0.10

Final

∆reslog p(O2) (atm)

Initial

Transition energy,
kJ/mol

Ga3+ – VO – Fe3+ – O2Fe4+ Ga3+ – VO – Fe4+ – O2Fe3+ 23.8
Fe3+ – VO – Fe3+ – O2Fe4+ Fe3+ – VO – Fe4+ – O2Fe3+ 16.5
* See text for details.

The simulations revealed that the occupancy of two oxygen
sites, placed at the edge of a metal-oxygen octahedron, and the
energy of the corresponding configurations are critically
dependent on the presence of point defects in crystallographic
sites shown in Fig. 3B. This local zone, comprising four nearest
A-site cations and at least three B – O octahedra, was therefore
used for the analysis of possible configurations; its relative
position in the supercell used for the calculations is illustrated
by Fig. 3C. The occupation of all other sites in each sublattice
was random, except for the mass conservation condition and
for the following limitations: (i) the distance between oxygen
vacancies should be as great as possible; (ii) Fe4+ cannot be
statically placed near an oxygen vacancy; (iii) the preferable
position of Fe2+ is in the vacancy neighborhood.
One particular method, used to exclude energetically
unfavorable configurations involving oxygen vacancies, relates
to the simulations of ion migration. For several specific defect
configurations, placing a vacancy into a specific oxygen site
results in complete reconstruction of the structure. As this
situation cannot be modelled using the static lattice approach,
these unlikely configurations were assessed shifting one
oxygen ion from equilibrium position in a critical direction,
along which the complete jump would result in the lattice
instability. The energy increment at the lability point was
considered as stability limit of a given defect configuration. On
the other hand, massive deformations were observed in
La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d lattice near Fe&B –Vo&& pair clusters and
isolated divalent iron cations, and also when the distance
between oxygen vacancies was shorter than a certain limit
close to the cubic perovskite unit cell parameter (¨3.9 Å). In
such cases, the modified procedure included building a B1C1
vector (Fig. 4), the center of which (C2) was considered as a
first approximation for further calculations of real saddle-point;
then a series of calculations with fixed interstitial positions
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Fig. 7. Example of the fitting residuals distribution for the M1 and M2 models.

was carried out to detect the saddle-point manually, with
simultaneous adjustment of the most likely oxygen-migration
pathway.
The results showed that the presence of two oxygen vacancies
in one metal-oxygen octahedron is energetically unfavorable. As
an example, Fig. 5 presents the energy variations related to one
oxygen anion moving towards a vacancy as marked by the
arrow; the situations denoted as A, B, C and D correspond to the
cases when another oxygen vacancy is present in the respective
oxygen sites. In the cases A, B and C, completing this jump
would result in the formation of two neighboring vacancies at the
edge of metal –oxygen octahedron; in the case D, the vacancies
would occupy opposite corners. However, in all these situations,
no vacancy pair can be formed. For the cases A, C and D, the ion
movement is accompanied with a jump of the second oxygen
vacancy in a more distant site, reflected by the energy drop
(Fig. 5). Necessary to note the extreme values of the transitionstate energy are observed in the situation A, suggesting that the
oxygen ion placed between two vacancies cannot move towards
any of them. Similar conclusion is drawn analyzing the situation
B, when all three oxygen sites under consideration are placed in
line. In the latter case, the lattice becomes unstable immediately
after the oxygen ion leaves its equilibrium position between two

Table 2
Parameters of the regression models for p(O2)-T-d diagram of La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d
Parameter

DH ex, kJ/mol
DS ex, J/mol  K
DE (Fe&B Y Fe&B), kJ/mol
DH pn, kJ/mol
Adjusted correlation coefficient
Relative error, %
Number of data points

x =0

x = 0.2, MV = Ga

x = 0.4, MV = Ga

x = 0.2, MV = Al

x = 0.4, MV = Al

Model M1

Model M2

Model M1

Model M1

Model M2

Model M2

Model M1

92 T 2
59 T 2
2.4 T 0.2
*
0.9993
0.8
141

92 T 2
57 T 1
2.4 T 0.1
–
0.9993
0.8
141

90 T 1
44 T 1
2.3 T 0.1
63 T 2
0.9991
0.9
184

76.4 T 0.7
46.3 T 0.6
3.0 T 0.2
67 T 1
0.9997
0.5
202

78.7 T 0.9
46.4 T 0.9
4.0 T 0.2
–
0.9993
0.8
202

87.2 T 0.8
51.6 T 0.6
4.09 T 0.07
–
0.9995
0.7
198

79 T 1
45 T 1
5.6 T 0.4
67 T 3
0.9989
1.0
192

The parameter was statistically insignificant.
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vacancies; this movement shifts the C-position anion up to
0.78 Å from its original placement, followed by the B-position
vacancy jump as observed in the previous cases. Thus, all
configurations, where the distance between two vacancies
corresponds to one elementary ion jump, are energetically
unlikely and excluded from the defect chemistry analysis of the
title materials. Note that the latter conclusion should be
considered as only applicable to perovskite-type La0.3Sr0.7
Fe(MV)O3d (MV = Ga, Al), and under oxidizing conditions only.
The favorable defect configurations in B-site substituted ferrites
depend significantly on the composition of the A sublattice and
on the oxygen nonstoichiometry. As a particular example, for
SrFe(Al)O3d perovskites the location of two oxygen vacancies
near Al3+ cation, forming aluminum – oxygen tetrahedron, was
found energetically favorable; the results will be summarized in
a separate publication. Such difference in behavior, probably
associated with changing the positive charge density in the
lattice, suggests that any extrapolation of the above conclusions
to other ferrite-based materials requires further experimental
validation.

The formation of localized electrons, Fe2+ or FeBV , is characteristic of La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d solid solutions under reducing conditions, when the generation of n-type electronic charge
carriers is confirmed by data on the total conductivity, Seebeck
coefficient and oxygen nonstoichiometry [11,12,18]. The
coulometric titration results presented below indicate also
significant deviations in the p(O2)-d isotherms under moderately oxidizing conditions, at p(O2) = 10 5 – 10 4 atm, which
cannot be adequately described neglecting electrons. However,
if even the presence of significant concentrations of Fe2+ is
assumed in combination with holes as dominant electronic
charge carriers, the resultant thermodynamic parameters for
iron disproportionation contradict all experimental data on Fecontaining materials ([2,8,13] and references cited). Such a
behavior can be explained assuming the formation of FeBV –Vo&&
pair associates, which seems to be in agreement with the
effective charge of these defects, ionic radius of Fe2+, relatively
low mobility of the n-type charge carriers in ferrites and high
activation energy for their migration [8,38]. This hypothesis
was also confirmed in the course of the atomistic simulations.
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Fig. 8. The p(O2)-T-d diagrams of La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d . Solid lines correspond to the fitting results.
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The simulations of FeBV – Vo&& clusters were performed
moving one vacancy between two different neighborhoods,
using one structural element (Fig. 6A) similar to that shown in
Fig. 3C. Fig. 6B illustrates the energy variations for four
typical configurations. In all cases, the vacancy was moved
from the O1 site, surrounded by the B1 and B2 cations, into the
O2 position as denoted in Fig. 6A. The results clearly show that
placing a vacancy near Fe2+ is energetically beneficial with
respect to the configurations involving trivalent surrounding,
either Ga3+ or Fe3+, the latter being less favorable. The vacancy
jump around Fe2+ has no essential energetic effect. These
estimations suggest that the formation of FeBV – Vo&& pair clusters
should lead to a substantial decrease of the lattice energy, thus
making unlikely the presence of stable Fe2+ in isolated state.
No lattice instabilities were detected when a hole is located
in the nearest neighborhood of one oxygen vacancy, although
both defects are positively charged. Nevertheless, the defect
configurations comprising neighboring Fe4+ and vacancies are
energetically unfavorable; two representative examples are
given in Table 1. Due to the low activation energies for hole
mobility in La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d [12,18], static existence of
such configurations seems unlikely.
4. Model formulation
For the mobile charge carriers, holes and oxygen vacancies,
more than 30 likely configurations of the surrounding cations in
the A and B sublattices were tested. The difference in the influence
of A-site cations, La3+ and Sr2+, on point defect activity was found
negligible. As an example, when a hole jumps from an iron cation
surrounded by strontium only into the site neighbored by 4 La3+
and 4 Sr2+ ions, the energetic effect is about 5 kJ/mol, close to the
background level. For holes, only the presence of other holes in
the neighborhood leads to the energy level splitting. In the case of
oxygen vacancies and electrons, no splitting was confirmed
statistically; these have also no effect on the separation of hole
energy levels. Therefore, Eq. (9) can be written as
 &&  0
 & &&

6
Vo
1  6
p FeB ; Vo ; 6; 0 ¼
1  V&&o
3
3
0
¼

1

1  && 
V
3 o

6

ð14Þ


  2  & 0 

2 

2
p V&&o ; Fe&B ; 2; 0 ¼
FeB 1  Fe&B
¼ 1  Fe&B
0
ð15Þ
for the holes and vacancies, respectively. For the density of states




N Fe&B ; i; j ¼ ½Feav p Fe&B ; V&&o ; 2; 0

  &

&
 p Fe&B ; Fe
ð16Þ
B ; 6; i p FeB ; FeB ; i; j
where [Feav] = [FeA]  [FeBV] is the number of sites available for
the holes, [FeA] is the total concentration of iron related to one
perovskite formula unit, i and j are the numbers of Fe3+ and Fe4+
cations in the nearest neighborhood of the hole under consideration, respectively.
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The energy of each hole level was considered as a linear
function of the environment contributions:
Ei;j ¼

6 X
i 
X


 &

&
&
iDE Fe
B YFeB þ jDE FeB YFeB

ð17Þ

i¼0 j¼0
&
&
&
where DE(Fe
B Y FeB) and DE(FeBY FeB) are the interaction
3+
4+
energies between Fe and Fe , and between holes, respectively. The former quantity was statistically insignificant in all
cases, enabling to simplify Eq. (17):

Ei;j ¼

6 X
i
X



jDE Fe&B YFe&B

ð18Þ

i¼0 j¼0

Thus, the holes were found to possess 7 actual energy levels,
with a kind of degeneration induced by the resemblance
between Fe3+, Ga3+ and Al3+ cations having similar charge.
As no splitting of the energy levels was confirmed for the
vacancies,



 

ð19Þ
N V&&o ; 1 ¼ ½OR p V&&o ; V&&o ; nV ; 0 p V&&o ; Fe&B ; 2; 0
The term p(Vo&&, Vo&&, n v, 0) means that no other vacancies can
occupy the vacancy-neighboring oxygen sites, the number of
which corresponds to the coordination number n V. In the course
of calculations, several versions of n V values were tested,
including 8 (nearest neighborhood, Fig. 1A), 10 (all oxygen sites
comprising two nearest B –O octahedra), 12 (nearest neighborhood and 4 sites closest across the O –A – O bonds), and 14 (all
listed positions). The models with n V = 8 were found most
adequate. Therefore, the oxygen vacancy chemical potential can
be expressed directly as
 && 
 && 
Vo

  
lV Vo ¼ RT ln
ð20Þ
N Vo&& ; 1  V&&o
Taking into account the atomistic modelling results, the
formation of Fe2+ in La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d under oxidizing
conditions should result in the FeBV – Vo&& pair clusters following
the iron disproportionation reaction:


& 
a bVo >FeB  a Fe&B
&
&&

&


Vo þ 2FeB bVo >FeB  þ FeB
Kpn ¼
a V&&o
ð21Þ
The chemical potential of these clusters, denoted as bVo >
FeB&, may be derived as

&

bVo >FeB 
&
 
lV bVo >FeB  ¼ RT ln 
&
&
N bVo >FeB  ;  1  bVo >FeB 
ð22Þ
with


&
N bVo >FeB  ; 1 ¼ ð½FeR ½FeBVÞ



&
 1p bVo >FeB  ; V&&o ; 6; 0
&

Vo&&, 6,
2+

ð23Þ

0] implies that at least
where the term [1  p(bVo > FeB ,
one vacancy should be present near Fe . The low concentration
of electrons under oxidizing conditions, studied in this work,
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route in air, as described elsewhere [11]. For the synthesis of
La0.3Sr0.7Fe1-x Alx O3d where the solid state reactions may be
stagnated due to kinetic reasons, the glycine– nitrate process
(GNP), a self-combustion technique using glycine as a fuel and
nitrates of metal components as an oxidant, was used;
experimental conditions of the GNP and ceramics sintering
are found in Ref. [12]. Characterization of the title materials
included X-ray diffraction (XRD) and neutron diffraction
analysis, scanning electron microscopy combined with energy
dispersive analysis (SEM/EDS), inductively coupled plasma
spectroscopic analysis, and the measurements of total conductivity (4-probe DC) and Seebeck coefficient as a function of
temperature and oxygen partial pressure; the oxygen ionic
conductivity was calculated from the faradaic efficiency and
oxygen permeability data. Detailed description of experimental
techniques and equipment can be found in previous publications ([10 – 12,18,21] and references therein). The oxygen
content variations with respect to a reference point were
measured as function of oxygen partial pressure and temperature using the coulometric titration technique in double
electrochemical cells [19]. For La0.3Sr0.7FeO3d , the total
oxygen content in the reference state (1023 K, air) was
determined by thermogravimetric analysis [18]. In all other
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Fig. 9. Oxygen partial pressure dependencies of the calculated defect
concentrations in La0.3Sr0.7Fe0.6Ga0.4O3d .
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limits the possibility for further improvement of this model, until
the low-p(O2) range is investigated. Nonetheless, the presence of
electron-vacancy clusters was statistically confirmed for
La0.3Sr0.7Fe0.6MV0.4O3d (MV = Al, Ga) and La0.3Sr0.7Fe0.8Ga0.2
O3d perovskites. For two other ferrites, this effect is negligible.
The basic equations describing La0.3Sr0.7Fe1-x M Vx O3d
defect chemistry include also the electroneutrality and site
conservation conditions:
  


&
ð24Þ
2 V&&o þ bVo >FeB  þ Fe&B ¼ ½SrB V

-0.8
-1.2

Fe•B

-1.6

 &&  
 
&
Vo þ bVo >FeB  þ O
o ¼ ½O R  ¼ 3

ð25Þ



 

&
bVo >FeB  þ Fe&B þ Fe
B ¼ ½FeR  ¼ 1  x

ð26Þ

-2.8

Two models were finally selected as most adequate: with
and without electrons. The model accounting for Fe2+ (Model
M1) comprises Eqs. (5), (8), (16) and (20) –(26). For the
simplified model (M2) neglecting n-type charge carriers, Eqs.
(21) – (23) were excluded and Eqs. (23) – (26) were modified to
skip the pair clusters.

-3.2

5. Experimental methods
Powders and ceramics of perovskite-type La0.3Sr0.7Fe1-x
Gax O3d (x = 0– 0.4) were prepared by a standard ceramic
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Fig. 10. Effect of the B-site dopant content on the defect concentrations.
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-0.46

La0.3Sr0.7Fe0.6Al0.4O3d . One representative example of the
fitting residuals distribution is shown in Fig. 7. Although a
correlation with d values is observed for both models, this effect
is considerably less pronounced in the case of M1 model,
suggesting a significant role of the n-type electronic charge
carriers. Similar conclusion can be drawn comparing the overall
errors, Table 2. For La0.3Sr0.7FeO3d and La0.3Sr0.7Fe0.8Al0.2
O3d perovskites, the contributions of pair clusters in oxygen
thermodynamics are statistically insignificant.
The final fitting results of the p(O2)-T-d diagrams of
La0.3Sr0.7Fe1-x MVx O3d are shown in Fig. 8 as solid lines.
The proposed models provide adequate descriptions of the
oxygen nonstoichiometry changes within all the studied ranges
of oxygen partial pressure and temperature. This makes it
possible to analyze quantitatively the relative contributions of
particular defect interactions.
The relationships between point defect concentrations,
p(O2), temperature and dopant content (Figs. 9 and 10) are
quite predictable. Namely, the concentration of oxygen
vacancies increases with increasing temperature and MV cation
additions, and on reducing the oxygen chemical potential. The
behavior of FeBV –Vo&& clusters is similar, except for an almost
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cases, the electron-hole equilibrium points at low p(O2), where
the average oxidation state or iron is 3+ and the total oxygen
content is hence 2.65 per unit formula, were used as reference
for the arrays of the coulometric titration data, as described
elsewhere [18]. The nonlinear regression analysis procedure for
fitting of the experimental data on oxygen nonstoichiometry
was also reported earlier [39]. The models were formulated in
the form

A
0.4
8

9

ð27Þ

with
being the dependent
variable. The values of l(O2)i were calculated from p(O2)i
and Ti using Eqs. (6a) (6b); the independent variables included
d i and Ti .

-0.7

log σo (S/cm)

Yi = [l(O2)i  (h O0 2 T i s O0 2 )] / RTi

-1.2

-1.7

6. Results and discussion
The models denoted as M1 and M2 result in very similar
thermodynamic parameters (Table 2). In fact, their difference is
close to the fitting errors. Nonetheless, comparison of the
statistical parameters and analysis of the residuals distribution
unambiguously showed that the contribution of FeBV – Vo&& pair
clusters cannot be neglected for the Ga-substituted phases and
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Fig. 12. Temperature dependence of the total (A) and partial oxygen ionic (B)
conductivities of La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d .
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with decreasing x; if comparing La0.3Sr0.7Fe0.6Ga0.4O3d and
La0.3Sr0.7FeO3d , the corresponding difference is as large as 105 –
106 times. The latter trends are also reflected by an increase in the
hole-hole repulsive forces expressed via the DE(Fe&B Y Fe&B)
energy, on doping with gallium or aluminum (Table 2). One can
conclude therefore that the incorporation of cations with stable
oxidation state, such as Ga3+ or Al3+, has a strong effect on the
electronic sublattice of La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d solid solutions,
decreasing the covalency of FeO bonds and increasing the
tendencies to hole localization and iron disproportionation.
The difference in the influence of Al3+ and Ga3+ cations on
hole distribution (Fig. 16 and Table 2) is more significant than
their effects on the total concentration of Fe4+ (Fig. 11).
Namely, with respect to gallium doping, the presence of Al3+ in
the perovskite lattice increases hole repulsion and thus
promotes more isolated states of the holes. This tendency is
clearly visible for the high-energy levels. Their occupation is
up to 10 times higher for the Ga-substituted ferrites. Most
likely, such behavior is due to smaller ionic radius of Al3+
compared to Ga3+, resulting in greater local distortions of the
perovskite lattice near dopant cations and, hence, higher
ionicity of the BO bonds in Al-containing phases. The local
distortions of Al –O polyhedra and the higher repulsive forces
between electron holes may be partly responsible for the

Fig. 13. Temperature dependencies of the occupancy of hole energy
levels (A) and the distribution of holes between the levels (B) for
La0.3Sr0.7Fe0.6Ga0.4O3d in air.
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negligible dependence on the dopant content; the holes exhibit
opposite trends. The role of iron disproportionation process
increases with temperature, as expected from thermodynamics.
In all cases, the total defect concentrations in La0.3Sr0.7Fe1x
MVx O3d perovskites with equal dopant content are quite
similar, indicating a substantial similarity in the behavior of
Ga3+ and Al3+ cations in the ferrite lattice (Fig. 11). This
corresponds well to the data on total conductivity (Fig. 12A),
which is predominantly p-type electronic [11,12,18] and
depends primarily on the concentrations of Fe4+ and iron sites
available for hole hopping. However, the ionic conductivity of
Al-substituted ferrites is substantially lower with respect to the
Ga-doped analogues (Fig. 12B).
Inspection of the energy level occupancies, [Fe&B] j / N(FeBj ,k),
and the hole distribution between the levels, [Fe&B] j / [FeB& ],
reveals that for heavily doped La0.3Sr0.7Fe1-x MVx O3d two states
with the lowest energy are dominant (Figs. 13 and 14). These
levels (E 0 and E 1) correspond to the situations where the nearest
B-site neighborhood of Fe4+ comprises no other holes and one
hole, respectively. The dominance of low-energy states becomes
more pronounced when the temperature increases or the oxygen
partial pressure decreases, due to decreasing total concentration
of electron holes. At the same time, the overall pattern of hole
distribution as a function of the MV cation concentration in
La0.3Sr0.7Fe1-x MVx O3d is more complex (Fig. 15). Decreasing
dopant content leads to a considerably higher contribution of the
moderate-energy levels, related to the states when two or more
holes occupy the B sites surrounding Fe4+. Also, the fraction of
holes having the highest energy (E 5 and E 6) drastically increases
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Fig. 14. Oxygen partial pressure dependence of the occupancy of hole energy
levels (A) and the distribution of holes between the levels (B) for
La0.3Sr0.7Fe0.6Ga0.4O3d at 923 and 1223 K.
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0.0

decrease in ionic conductivity, observed in La0.3Sr0.7Fe1x
Alx O3d when x increases (Fig. 12). In particular, as close
locations of an oxygen vacancy and Fe4+ are unlikely due to
their coulombic interaction, an increasing tendency to the
formation of Fe4+ isolated states should be associated with
decreasing concentration of oxygen sites available for the
vacancy jumps.
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7. Conclusions
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The atomistic simulations were used to identify energetically favorable point-defect configurations, which may influence the oxygen nonstoichiometry vs. p(O2) variations in
perovskite-type La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d (MV = Ga, Al). The calculations suggest that the configurations of A-site and trivalent
B-site cations have no essential effect on the chemical
potentials of electron holes and oxygen vacancies, the coexistence of which in neighboring sites is, however, unlikely
due to coulombic repulsion. For electrons formed due to iron
disproportionation under oxidizing conditions, the most stable
configuration is in the form of pair clusters with oxygen
vacancies. A thermodynamic model taking the repulsion
between positively charged defects into account was developed
on the basis of lattice simulation results. The model provides
adequate description of the experimental p(O2)-T-d diagrams of
La0.3Sr0.7Fe(MV)O3d , determined by the coulometric titration
technique at 923 –1223 K in the oxygen partial pressure range
from 1 10 5 to 0.5 atm. The thermodynamic functions
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governing the oxygen intercalation process are independent
of the defect concentration. The results show that doping with
Al3+ and Ga3+ substantially affects the behavior of iron cations,
increasing the tendencies to disproportionation and hole
localization, probably due to decreasing covalency of the
FeO bonds. The latter tendency is more pronounced for
aluminum-substituted ferrites, although the total concentrations
of point defects in Al- and Ga-containing phases with similar
dopant content are quite similar.
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